
Architecture shapes our lives.  We build what we are.  We are what we build.  But how 
should we shape architecture to shape living?

This studio is about transforming building typologies to transform lives.  We will study a 
deceptively familiar building type---the ubiquitous Big Box Store---that’s as useful as it is 
toxic.  Why was it born and what did it kill?  Why does it die and what will be born in its 
place?  What is to be done with its carcasses?  Walmart alone has 400 derelict Big Boxes 
in the United States with 115 acres of building footprint that could be 18,500 single-family 
homes or 167,000 micro units.  Good idea?  Probably.  How?  This studio will find out.

After an analysis of the Big Box Store typology, a specific Big Box and its associated 
site will be selected for transformation.  Students will imagine/examine/program the new 
uses that will replace the old and be able to shape the project according to their research 
discoveries and particular interests.  We will explore the various resources we can use---the 
pragmatic contingencies of program and utility, site and climate, tectonics and craft; the 
promptings of our memories and intuitions; our study of the past, involvement in the present 
and hopes for the future---to create an architecture that will transform this typology both at 
the largest conceptual level and the smallest physical detail.  The intent is to produce highly 
individualized projects, based on sound architectural conclusions that are well-thought-out 
and passionately held.

This is a reality-based studio, dedicated to exploring how architects can use our skills to 
conceive buildings that create new realities.  Architecture must be the result of a rigorously 
investigative process.  Throughout, the focus will be on the practice of architectural 
decision-making, which enables studio members to evolve from irresponsible opinion to 
true responsible judgement, equipping them with the ability to detect and avoid chance and 
arbitrariness to arrive at rational clarity and intellectual order.

In the early stages of the project, the studio will be organized in groups for research, case 
studies, and site investigation which will identify a shared conceptual framework to be used 
by all studio members.  Once this shared foundation has been laid, students will work in 
two-person teams and the emphasis will shift to intensive desk crits and meetings between 
the team and the professor as each team’s own concepts are identified, researched, 
assessed, and developed.  The goal will be to foster a creative process that is consistent 
and controlled while the work created is fresh and surprising.

Prospective studio members may contact David Woodhouse at d.woodhouse@
woodtinarch.com with questions.  The work of his firm, Woodhouse Tinucci Architects, may 
be seen at www.woodtinarch.com.
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